


Alternative investment strategies, led by private equity transactions continue to reach
new heights. Reports and articles from McKinsey (Mckinsey Private Markets Annual
Review), Forbes (Forbes PE Article), Bain and Company (Bain 2021 PE Report), and
Bloomberg (Bloomberg article) provide valuable insight into the growth, current
situation and projections of this booming segment of the market.

 
By just about any measure, private equity set a remarkable new standard for itself in
2021. 

 
Buyout deal value and exits shot to stunning new records. General partners (GPs) had
the second-best fund-raising year in the industry’s history, capping a five-year run
that has netted $1.8 trillion in new buyout capital. Funds boosted distributions to
limited partners (LPs) and continued to deliver and continued to deliver returns
outpacing any other asset class. All in all—and despite the continued economic
uncertainty brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic—private equity put a bold
exclamation point on what has turned out to be a decade of outstanding
performance.

 
With the exception of three months in early 2020 when dealmaking virtually ground to
a halt, the pandemic itself has done little to slow the industry’s momentum. If
anything, Covid sped things up. At the fund level, traveling less has made teams more
efficient. (Almost half of LPs in a recent Coller Capital survey say they’ve made recent
fund commitments with GPs they’ve never met in person.) And at a macro level, public
and private investors have benefited mightily from the trillions in monetary stimulus
that central banks have pumped into the global economy since March 2020 to combat
the effects of Covid-related shutdowns.

 
Merely saying that private equity deal value set a new record in 2021 hardly does the
industry justice. The $1.1 trillion in buyouts doubled 2020’s total of $577 billion and
shattered the old record of $804 billion set back in 2006 during the exuberant run-
up to the global financial crisis. North America led the surge with $537 billion in
deals transacted and on its own matched the global total of a year ago. That said,
every region has seen impressive growth in deal value since the Covid-related
trough in early 2020.

Private Equity 

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/private-equity-and-principal-investors/our-insights/mckinseys-private-markets-annual-review
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesfinancecouncil/2022/10/03/ten-reasons-some-investors-consider-investing-in-alternative-assets/?sh=34065c831623
https://www.bain.com/insights/private-equity-market-in-2021-global-private-equity-report-2022/#:~:text=In%2520a%2520year%2520marked%2520by,their%2520second%252Dbest%2520year%2520ever
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bloomberg/news/2022-10-11-rich-young-americans-ditch-equities-for-crypto-real-estate-and-private-equity/


Preqin reports that total assets under management in the alternatives industry should
reach $23.21 trillion by 2026, up from $13.32 trillion in 2021. Separately, Opalesque wrote
recently that “demand for alternative investments is set to grow by up to 46% over the
next 12 months.”

 
Goldman Sachs is equally bullish by noting that, “The market for assets that aren’t
publicly traded has roughly doubled in the past five years to about $10 trillion,
according to data from consulting firm McKinsey & Co. and data provider Preqin.
Private equity — including leveraged buyouts and venture capital — is the biggest
chunk of that market, but it also includes infrastructure and private credit, and the
money is flowing into everything from tech startups to buyouts to airports.” 

 
The dry powder that investors have raised for private investments has soared nearly
40% since before the pandemic to a record $3.5 trillion, according to Preqin.

Another important change in private markets is that there’s a growing secondary
market. That gives investors and employees more flexibility than they had before. “The
market can observe where some companies’ shares are trading,” Mathur says. “You
couldn’t do that as readily five years ago.”

Ten reasons some investors look to increase portfolio allocations to alternative
investments include:

1. Diversification
Diversification broadens portfolio exposure to maximize return opportunities and avoid
over-allocation to a particular asset class. As seen in the Great Recession, over
allocation to financial stocks and real estate dramatically impacted investment
portfolios. Wider diversification could potentially have limited losses from either of
those asset classes.

2. Better Valuations
Alternative assets provide the opportunity to invest in companies based on private
company valuations which are typically much lower than comparable public
companies due to the inherent lack of liquidity.



3. Higher Growth
In terms of revenues, earnings and value creation, investing in alternative assets that
are experiencing rapid growth is more compelling than investing in more mature,
publicly traded companies with lower growth prospects.

 
4. Lower Operating And Infrastructure Costs
Similarly, alternative investments typically have a much lower cost structure than
publicly traded companies.

 
5. High Risk-adjusted Returns
Alternative assets are uniquely positioned to earn high risk-adjusted returns because of
the ability to hedge away downside risk while maintaining the upside potential.

 
6. High Absolute Returns
Alternative assets may also earn higher nominal returns than publicly traded stocks
and bonds as the multiplier effects of lower valuations, higher growth and strategic
liquidity events compound the effects of capital appreciation.

 
7. Low Correlation To The Public Stock And Bond Markets
Alternatives are typically less correlated with the vicissitudes of the public capital
markets with focus on quarterly performance and the impact of macroeconomic
factors.

 
8. Inflation Hedge
Public equities and debentures tend to decline in value during periods of inflation
because the associated future cash flows are discounted at a higher rate and therefore
become less valuable. Alternative assets may be better able to hedge against rising
prices because their value is created from financial metrics and nonfinancial, strategic
milestones.

 
9. Source Of Passive Income
Certain alternative assets, such as rental real estate, can generate a reliable income
stream over time with a higher yield than dividends or interest payments.

 
10. Reduced Volatility
Alternative assets can reduce portfolio volatility through various exposures that each
asset type has to market conditions. The greater the exposure, the more protections
a portfolio has when compared to limited holdings of traditional investments.

 
PE in graphs
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1Fund performance assessed using IRR calculated by grouping performance of 2000–18 funds during 2000–21. Some data not available for certain 
periods. IRR for 2021 is for the  rst 9 months (YTD as of Q3 2021).
Source: Burgiss

PE remained the highest-performing private markets asset class in 2021.



Private markets fundraising reached a new high.
Private markets fundraising by region,1 $ billion

Private equity assets under management by fund type globally,1
2000–1H 2021, $ billion
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PE AUM reached a record high in 2021.

1Excludes secondaries, funds of funds, and co-investment vehicles to avoid double counting of capital fundraised.
Source: Preqin

Growth of global PE net asset value and market cap,1 indexed to 2000 value, 2000–20, % 
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PE net asset value outpaced total market cap of listed companies.



Global private equity deal volume,1
$ billion 

Global private equity deal count,1
number of deals, thousands
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1Includes PE buyout/LBO (add-on, asset acquisition, carve-out, corporate divestiture, debt conversion, distressed acquisition, management buyout, 
management buy-in, privatization, recapitalization, public-to-private, secondary buyout); PE growth/expansion (recapitalization, dividend recapitalization, and 
leveraged recapitalization); platform creation.
Source: PitchBook

PE buyout and growth equity deal volume and deal count in 2021 reached $2.04
trillion across 14,686 deals.


